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Abstract
This study describes cognitive and social aspects of

children's development of scientific literacy in a Schools for
Thought type classroom. The subjects in this study are
grade four students from the Institute of Child Study, a
laboratory school affiliated with the University of Toronto.
The study focusses mainly on the 1996-97 school year
which was the school's (and teacher's) first introduction to
CSILE and SFT and on the 1997-98 school year and the
use of the new version of CSILE: Knowledge Forum.
References are also made to the previous year in which no
computer technology was used. Beginning with a sustained
investigation of the Madagascan Giant Hissing Cockroach
(the children took care of and studied 11 cockroaches over
a 10 week period) students progressively moved into an
investigation of adaptation, evolution, learning and
perception using aspects of a curriculum framework
originally developed by Brown and Campione (1994). The
development of students' scientific thinking became visible
with the use of the CSILE/Knowledge Forum technology
and their ideas 'progressed from simple and naive
understandings to deeper understandings and quite
complex experiments that were initiated, designed and
carried out by the students. An analysis of videotaped
sessions is used along with students' written work in
CSILE/Knowledge Forum and in their research journals to
examine the changing nature of the social construction of
knowledge across the SFT years and in comparison to the
unit conducted in the previous year.
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Development of Scientific Literacy:
The Evolution of Ideas in a Grade Four

Knowledge-Building Classroom

Beverly Caswell, Mary Lamon
Institute of Child Study, Ontario Institute for Studies in Education/University of Toronto

This study describes cognitive and social aspects of children's development of

scientific literacy in a Schools For Thought type classroom. Schools for

Thought(SFT) is an education reform project designed to apply cognitive research

about the active, reflective and social nature of learning into classroom

practice. The idea is that learning environments in which children are given

multiple opportunities to reflect on their ideas, compare perspectives and

become aware that they are constructing knowledge as a group as well as

individually can foster extraordinary learning for all students (Lamon,

Secules,Petrosino, Hackett, Bransford & Goldman, 1996).

The subjects in this study are grade four students from the Institute of Child

Study, a laboratory school affiliated with the University of Toronto. The study

focusses mainly on the 1996-97 school year which was the school's (and

teacher's) first introduction. to CSILE (Scardamalia, Bereiter, McLean, Swallow &

Woodruff, 1989) and SFT and on the 1997-98 school year and the use of the new

version of CSILE: Knowledge Forum. There will also be reference to the pre-SFT

year (1995-96). During the SFT years, the classroom teacher (Caswell) worked

collaboratively with researcher (Lamon) who had expertise in SFT

implementation.

The school year science year focus was biology, and the Giant Madagascan

Hissing Roach was selected as an entry point because a unit had been created

previously around this species, and children find the strangeness of this

particular type of cockroach both interesting and awe inspiring. The species is

ancient in evolutionary terms and the story of its survival leads naturally to
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adaptation and evolution which are central concepts for understanding biology.

Beginning with a sustained investigation of this cockroach (the children took care of

and studied 11 cockroaches over a 10 week period) students progressively moved

into an investigation of adaptation, evolution, learning and perception using aspects of

a curriculum framework originally developed by Brown and Campione (1994). The

development of students' scientific thinking became visible with the use of the

CSILE/Knowledge Forum technology and their ideas progressed from simple and

naive understandings to deeper understandings and quite complex experiments that

were initiated, designed and carried out by the students.

Throughout the year, children were videotaped working with the teacher, working

with peers, working with grade one students, and I interviewed each student. In this

paper, an analysis of the videotapes is used along with students' written work in

CSILE/Knowledge Forum and in their research journals to examine the changing

nature of the social construction of knowledge across the SFT years and in

comparison to the unit conducted in the previous year.

Curriculum Outcomes

Canada's new Science Curriculum, document (Common Framework of Science

Learning Outcomes, 1997) outlines four skill areas required for scientific and

technological inquiry. The four skill areas are as follows: initiating and planning,

performing and recording, analyzing and interpreting, communication and teamwork.

Students in the grade four classroom were given an opportunity to become

immersed in the culture of scientific inquiry, and to do it in such a way that would keep

them motivated. We wanted our classroom to operate similarly to the way the scientific

community operates at the University of Toronto's Zoological Department. Learning

investigative skills became a by-product of students' in-depth research.

Our unit of study took place over an 8 to 10 week period. Students worked on

science for approximately one to one and a half hours per day, three days per week.
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This extended amount of time enabled students to delve deeply into the subject area.

It gave them time to think about questions, and to experiment with a variety of

materials in order to test their theories.

METHOD

Introducing Cockroaches, CSILE and Personal Research Journals

The students were introduced to CSILE and to the cockroaches in the same

session. We thought it was important to introduce specific activities such as writing in

CSILE, reciprocal teaching, and taking research notes on a need-to-know basis. This

in itself is a variation on a theme in SFT. Often, children are introduced to activities in

their own right, practice those activities and then apply them. But if we want to keep

focussed on ideas, it seems important to introduce activities as ways to improve ideas.

Students gathered in a circle on the carpet to meet the roaches and to hear a

brief explanation of the insect's defence mechanisms : the two pronatal humps on the

thorax which give the appearance of two fierce eyes, and the insect's ability to make a

loud hissing noise. Then, in partners, students took turns either holding or sketching

the insect. Half of the class drew on paper, while the other half drew on the CSILE,

using computer graphics. Many of the students had never used graphics on the

computer, and it was very surprising to see how rich and detailed the students'

drawings were. The ability to add or change colours also kept the children very

interested. After their drawings were complete, a hangman type game was played to

help the children learn the scientific names in order to be able to label parts of the

roach.

We also gave each child their own research journal, which we told them was what

scientists at the Zoological Department used. These would belong to the students,

would not be checked for spelling, and would be used to jot down observations,

questions, research notes, and experiment designs.

Right away, a flurry of writing took place.
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Students' Observations

Children have a remarkable ability at this age for making acute observations. While

the students were drawing , they talked excitedly about their observations: "They've

got little white suction cups on the bottom of their feet!", "The antennae has about 20

sections in it!", "They can sort of stretch, like an accordion.", "Its body looks all soft and

white underneath, but it's got a hard shell on top." Terms like 'exoskeleton' were

introduced now by the teacher as the need arose. The scientific name for these

roaches, Gromphadorhina Portentosa , was introduced at this point and a chant was

created which included some roach facts:

Gromphadorhina Portentosa
Is a giant hissing roach
Gromphadorhina Portentosa
Slow and steady in its approach.

Gromphadorhina Portentosa
Something you will want to hold
Gromphadorhina Portentosa
Likes the warm and not the cold.

Gromphadorhina Portentosa
Prehistoric to modern time
Gromphadorhina Portentosa
With their sticky feet they climb.

Gromphadorhina Portentosa
You will see them in grade four
Gromphadorhina Portentosa
From the Madagascan shore.

These types of activities seemed to make the scientific language come easily to the

students, and eventually, they constructed their own chants and songs.

Question Generation and Research Groups

The group met for a cross talk session to discuss their observations, and this

sparked further discussions and questions from other members of the class: ".wonder

what the antennae are used for?" , If they've got suction cups, I wonder if they can walk

on the ceiling?", "What are those two pointy things at the back of the roach?" (cerci).

Already, some students were offering theories. It seemed as though question asking

within CSILE was the natural next step to support this scientific thinking. During the

next days, students entered one or two pressing questions into the database.

Questions ranged from, "What kind of food do they prefer?" to "What did cockroaches

evolve from?" And because these questions were stored in the database, each child's
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question could be "heard" and resources could be gathered to support a child's pursuit

of knowledge in a particular interest area. The students also found it very exciting to

be adding notes to build up the database. In the course of a week 100 new notes had

been entered!

After the students entered their questions on the database, we could see that the

questions were falling into specific categories. Here were the research groups,

formed like they would in a scientific community through the interest of the

researchers. Each year, the categories would change. For example, in 1996/97, the

research groups were: external anatomy, internal anatomy, behaviour, reproduction,

ecology and evolution. In 1997/98, the students were interested in: perception,

learning, communication, evolution and anatomy.

Research

Often, a benchmark lesson would be presented to the whole group. This might

include an experiment that either responded to some of the questions on the

database, or that had crowd appeal (such as the experiment which showed the male

cockroach's aggressive behaviour). Students would then write on computer or in their

lab books the thinks that surpi-ised them or that they were puzzled about.

At this point, the classroom set up was such that students rotated in small groups

during which time they had an opportunity to work on CSILE, conduct library/Internet

research, conference with the teacher and so on.

Because there are few texts written about cockroaches for young students, we used

primary sources written by and for zoologists. We introduced reciprocal teaching

strategies(Brown & Campione) to children at this time so that children could help each

other understand these difficult texts.Again, the need drove the introduction of the

activity.We did not pre-train children on RT before exposing them to texts.

After each research session, we would meet as a whole group to discuss what had

been learned that day, or what surprises we found in the research materials. These



cross-talk sessions acknowledged the importance and excitement of learning, and let

the whole class feel as though they were valued members of a team working toward

gaining knowledge and understanding about these insects.

Language Arts

Sometimes we would work as a class to change the words of a song so that it

became a song about cockroaches. The whole class would make up words for the

chorus, then the research groups would spend 10 minutes coming up with new verses

that reflected their new learning about the cockroaches:

CUCARACHA COCKROACH (by the Great Grade 4's at ICS)

I'm Cucaracha Cockroach from the Madagascan shores
I have an exoskeleton that protects me when it pours.
I was born in the lab of U of T
My brother and my sister nymphs were there with me.

We've been here for over 300 million years
We've hissed our way through all sorts of fears.
My hiss is horrible, but I'm not bad.
But when you touch my cerci I get really mad!

I arch my back and ram, ram, ram.
I use my thorax to flip enemies on their backs.
Because I'm fighting for my territory
Is it instinct or hereditary?

I breathe through my trachea
My stomach's called a crop
My brain is called ganglion
And I've got a lot!
My fat body stores carbo's and stuff
Cut off my head and I'll still live because I'm tough!

When I feel air breathing down on my cerci
Then I know someone's after me!
So I head for my nearest log-house tree
Where me and my buddies are happy and free.

I'll eat everything that I can find.
My antennae will search until they die.
I'll go in your house and steal some food
To bring back to my little nymph dudes.

When we're in the wild, we eat rotten logs.
But when we're in the lab, we eat the food of dogs.
Our antennae sense lots of food

When we don't get food for a month we get in a bad mood.

This was another way that students could show their new learning and keep each

group informed of other group's progress.



Designing Experiments

One of the things that really sparked the design of experiments was our weekly

visits from the grade one class, our Special Friends. When they came to visit the

roaches, groups of children teamed up to build structures for the roaches to live and/or

play in.

Soon they were creating mazes and one of the first experiments was a food

preference test where the Ecology group set up a maze with three exits, each exit

holding a different type of food. Another experiment was the one described below:

El
FI

CV

MT: Experiment
1. make a long maze with walls.
2. make a path of oranges through the maze.
3. put a roach at the start of the maze.
4. observe

5. after do the same experiment but without the
oranges.
6. observe. (ad)

C: very interesting. I sould try it (mg)

INTU: Do you think that the cockroach will learn the
path through the maze after one try or will it take him
a few tries? (ML)

MT: Today Elliott lona Amy and our little special
friends were doing an experiment.
What we did is we made a path that went two
different ways.
At one end there was food and at the other end
there was no food at all.
The first time we only put one cockroach into
the maze and they went for the end with no food.
We did that afew times.
Then we tried to put in two roaches.
What happened was the cockroach who had been
in the maze before went the same way.
But the other cockroach went for the food.
So, the cockroach who went for the EXIT went
'hay' where are you going, so he followed the
other cockroach to the food. If you want to see a
diagram of this experiment called the "( maze
exp.(' then go to it under the behaviour notes. (ik)

WWNL: today(thursday.dec.12,)me(Amy) lona and
Elliot

Authors: elliot alien
Topic : Behaviour
Status : Draft

Last modified : Dec 16, 1996 (15:38) Note #: 315

Elliott's y maze experiment

It was important for the students to have building materials on hand, because

through their play with these materials, they began to form design ideas for future

experiments.
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On the computer, students were planning or describing their experiments, building

on each other's notes with new information or more questions, and the knowledge

base was rapidly growing. Now we introduced the jigsaw approach to knowledge

sharing(another SFT implementation), where one member of each research group

formed a new group with individuals from each of the other research areas so that

everyone was able to get a view of the "bigger picture". If any questions arose from

this session, students did further research and if anything couldn't be answered, they

now were able to write to an expert at the lab. Rather than just write a question, we had

the students describe what their question had grown from and then the students wrote

down their prediction or theory about an answer. In very many cases, the students'

theories turned out to be correct.

Lab Visit

tIt

..740

:1747.1. vf P.

Next we actually visited the lab, where we watched a dissection and looked at the

wide variety of roaches that are studied there. There was a persistence with which the

students questioned the experts. They weren't satisfied with superficial answers.

They didn't seem to want just the "show and tell" approach, they wanted more of a

'let's discuss our findings and pursue our interests together" approach.

Each student had become somewhat of an expert in a specific area because
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enough time was given to think about that area of study and to experiment and

develop her/his thinking and learning in that area. Now students talked to the

scientists from a point of knowing and sharing information rather than merely being the

recipients of someone else's knowledge.

Sharing Knowledge: the Cockroach Documentary

A primary feature of most SFT implementations is the consequential task. The

consequential task as originally defined by Bereiter and Scardamalia was meant to

convey the idea that children's knowledge building should be of some consequence

not only for the individual but for the community. As used in SFT, the term has

acquired the meaning of creating a public display of knowledge a research report, a

play, etc. Often the nature of the consequential task is specified before children begin

their investigation. The grade four children themselves came up with the idea of

sharing their knowledge with a wider audience. The idea of doing a cockroach

documentary came up because the students kept saying things like, "We know a lot

about cockroaches. How can we let other people know how much we know?" The

urgency with which they asked made its importance realized. How does a scientist

like David Suzuki share his knowledge with the world? And the idea of the cockroach

documentary was born. There was great excitement among the students about this

idea, as each research group planned how they would present their work. The

reproduction group decided they would ask the lab for a female roach and film an

experiment "live". The internal anatomy group wanted to use the film of the cockroach

dissection then add plasticine models for further descriptions. They wanted it to be

exciting, "like City TV".The Ecology group would set up their food experiments to film.

them.The evolution group decided to write a script, dress up like scientists and have a

combination of fact and humour. Motivation was high, and all they needed from us

was help editing their scripts and showing them how to use the camera. Most of what

they needed to write their scripts was easily accessible from our CSILE database. The
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documentary brought a nice closure to this unit of study.

DISCUSSION

Evolution of Ideas

The following case studies of research groups show the progression of students'

learning from their initial observations of the cockroaches to their final experimental

designs.

Case 1: Can Cockroaches Learn? The Learning Group 1997/98

This question was developed after the initial observations by a number of students:

Excerpt from student's lab book: S 6 P r 7

CILP-IFN you rt_r ? A "RtlAcH (
1--71

ET ?AA ecE n c_zRCLE 1Jl r1 crs- LEr., f A,0

67 6 rs u

DO 1- A P.0 ...(11

r y<1L WAYS ( ()Mr LLP rra NDI: r161

The teacher then showed an experiment from Dr. Bell's laboratory using

stopwatches to see how quickly roaches were able to right themselves. Students

tested each roach and recorded times.

About a week later,the same student writes in Knowledge Forum that he's noticed

that the more the roaches are handled, the less quickly they right themselves. His

theory is that they have learned to wait for students to flip them back over. He then

poses the question: Can a roach, learn?

Learning daniel h
IProblem ',an roaches learn?

I think that roaches can learn, since our Madagascan
giant roaches have learned that if they fall on their
backs they can wave their legs and we will help them.

I Keywords I r-0 I

Scaffolds I Buildon I --,,771
rez. rg



He then teamed up with two other students who were also interested in the roaches'

ability to learn. They did this teaming up initially through the use of Knowledge Forum.

Then they met as a group and designed an experiment which involved building a

structure with two chambers and two entrance ways.

g.itY 74:

T

cekt
I

NNW

if;ck

D MIS' learning of roaches ens rj
jiN-,66161=a' Roaches learning of danger.

Ilyit eo:r is that cockroaches can learn, but slowly.nes;:0,00thipflonr,. I made an
experiment with a roach, what I did was I made two rooms with wooden blocks and I taped two
white peices of cardboard paper on the edges to make two doors. This experiment was
supposed to prove that roaches can learn.It did prove that roaches can learn.

KiP§j7,44,12..:tc7,1 learn

SdaffoldS. BYil 47On Nlori..::1

:I- RoaChes Can Learn daniel b. F.I
, P .4, ,

Pkailgii. Roaches learning of danger.

1117'10 is that you are right that roaches can learn. And I think you have a
very good experiment. But how can your experiment proof tha roaches can
learn?

Key 4Ords .i-0 j learn

Scaffoldt I Bdild7on I 13tf '_7
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When the experiment began, one of the students wasn't comfortable with tapping the

roach when it didn't enter the right door. Here is the conversation that followed:

Student #1: "OK, how about if we put something they like in door number one."

Student #2: "OK, let's try that."( They ask around the classroom for pieces of grape or apple.)

Student #1: "But how do we know the roach isn't just going in that door because he smells the apple?"

Student #2: "Oh, yeah, you're right. Well, how about we just give it the apple if it goes in the right door?"

Student #1: "OK, that might work."

They place roach outside the structure. Roach moves its antennae, but doesn't move.

Student #1: 'Why isn't it moving? Maybe we should tap it."

Student #2: "No, we can't touch it, remember?"

(Roach makes move toward Door #1)

Student #2: "It's moving, it's moving! Oh no, it's going into door #2."

Student #1: "Oh, well, let's just give it the apple if it goes in any door."

Student #2: "Yeah, and then we can see if it goes back to that same door."

Student #1: "OK."

Roach goes in door #2. Students give it apple, then repeat experiment with same roach which goes back in door#2.

Students test three more roaches and conclude that roaches can learn.

The following is a copy of the Learning Group's script for the cockroach

documentary, taken from one of the student's lab journals:

. :14p._

14Pr

r-i .
A;Fsji Ftd.il 6 21-t. De. c,- --.-4.P°'1°.'
....",... Pr. 6;...fs+0 r+e- -* ._

Fr ! /Up v 14 izi c9.

r /s: Roackt 3 ;.,_vt_ "t< .r'7 - :-.6-:- Lu e 44; .i.-Ci-1.
-.

71E- = R, of how coq L., e 4eo,....1-1 4- hew'?
-1-4.,

-0
. - -

3,411.YL VOtt, nek w17
. .

is .."c

r)r FccNev.,.poutog Y: 6<:f Sin nn'

Student 1: We've made a structure with 2 rooms and 2 doors.

Student 2: We are trying to train the roach to go into door #1.

Student 1: Yes, you see, we give a reward to the roach if he
goes into door #1. Then we test him again later
to see if he remembers the reward and chooses
door#1 again. Over time, the roaches can learn
to go into the right door.

Student 3: What is your opinion on whether roaches can learn?

15 BEST COPY AVAILABLEStudents 1 & 2: Yes, they can learn!



Case 2: The Evolution Group asks, How did the Madagascan Roaches

survive the Ice Age?

One student read somewhere that roaches survived the Ice Age. This made her

curious. She writes:

grig- How ;did cockroachs survive THE ICE AGE?? ERE-
Problen'ri' How did cockroachs survive THE ICE AGE'S 9799 9

I think that cockroachs survived THE ICE AGE by freezing in a
small ICE CUBE and then the ICE CUBE would melt when THE ICE
AGE was over.

Key words rii age, icel

ScaffOldiIBi.ild4n 1 More::..

Next, she teams up with other interested students and plans an experiment to find out

how roaches survived the Ice Age:
Fr )1. ,...._
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She concludes, "Cockroaches don't like hot areas, they like room temperature."
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Later, she and her group did some research on the Ice Age, then we invited a

graduate student in to do a benchmark lesson on the Ice Age. The next day, Mishki

writes,

D ICE AGE -reid FJ__IE.

Problem How did cockroachs survive THE ICE AGE?"9999

The cockroachs didn't have an ice age, because they lived in
MADAGASCAR, and the glaciers didn't roll down to MADAGASCAR,
they melted in southern U.S.A.

kiiis.ivai,Iski I years, 1 m.y .a, million, 1 Ot.y .a, thousand, ago, ice age

Scaffolds l tA116ii:17=#7.1',. .tvlate:::'

The Truth About the Ice Age!Ef= victoria ___IL-.
ProbleM The Truth About the Ice Age!

Whatwehayeflegrnet is that the cockroaches really lived in a warm
environment while the ice age was happening because Madagascar is
close to the equator therefore it was very hot there and the glaciers
could not make it down to Madagaicar.

Keywords I 70' ice age, madagascar

Scaffolds. Build -on
_ .,. :tlie.e:f..



0 seuive mishki EN_

pr'Obliiii. How did cockroachs survive THE ICE AGE777799

I think maby that cockroach's could have also servived
the ICE AGE by maby like not frees but they could have
adapedid to the cold.

'f,#4t'eliSK:iii -o ice age

affolds Build -on ,MOre... 1 'a

irg not right daniel h ,

Pr:1110A How did cockroachs survive THE ICE AGE997999

T rifill he:6 rtEarrfnteafiraTB
Unfortunetl y, roaches don't have much body fat, so your theory isn't very
right

Keywords: ,r-ol

ScaffOlds Build-on 1 o e. P..3

ETA- How long the Ice age is. c nthia xil-2

iir,;6ja' How did cockroachs survive THE ICE AGE777179

NeWillikillitfritraT4
There has been several Ice ages that humans know about but the most
resent Ice age was from 1 m.y.a.( million years ago) to
1 Ot.y.a.(thousand years ago)

Key WOrdiI70 years, lm.y .a , million, 10t.y .a, thousand, ago

SOa.frOlds I Biiild-On r ;More:.: i



DISCUSSION

Differences between pre-SFT and SFT years

During the pre-SFT year, there was a similar excitement with students about having

the roaches in the classroom, but without the depth that we quickly began to see

during the SFT years. In the pre-SFT year, the teacher recorded students'

observations, questions and theories on large chart paper. The use of a technology

such as CSILE/Knowledge Forum was like having someone in the class who heard all

the interesting things kids were saying and organized them nicely for the teacher to

view. it was then possible to see the direction students were heading, what areas of

research they needed and what further resources were necessary for these students to

support their studies.

Another difference was that a researcher with extensive experience in SFT

implementation was in the classroom regularly which provided in-service training and

learning for the classroom teacher. In the pre-SFT year, the teacher designed all the

experiments(from reading university level roach study texts), made nifty worksheets

with roaches on them, experiment forms with charts that students could fill in and

remembers being quite surprised at how the students weren't as excited as she was to

fill these forms out. They enjoyed watching the experiments and calling out what was

happening, but they didn't want to have to write about what happened during the

experiment. Reflecting on that experience: "Now I realize that I had unwittingly been

trying to train my students into becoming mere observers. Maybe that was why they

resisted. At the end of that year, the students' science binders were at varying degrees

of disarray. Some were missing many of the roach pages, others were out of order

and mixed in with our snow study and energy study pages. There was no evidence of

the intentional learning that was so evident in the SFT years. With the use of

CSILE/Knowledge Forum, ideas are saved and can be built upon, revised and have

the potential of evolving into something quiet complex."



Students' Writing

Perhaps the most visible difference is in the amount of writing that occurred with

students during the SFT years. In a comparison of the actual number of words written

per child between the years, the results are shocking. During the pre-SFT study of

roaches, the actual number of words written by grade four students (gathered from

their science binders) ranged from the lowest number of written words which was 30 to

the highest which was 200. During the SFT years, in the students' lab books alone,

the lowest number of words written was 70 and the highest 400. Add to this the

amount of words written by the students in the CSILE database and the words

comprising their documentary scripts and the results are at least 5 times higher.

Summary

What factors contributed to the students' success in learning?

1. Having a researcher in the classroom Mary has worked extensively with children

in SFT settings. She knew the deep principles of the domain, saw the `big picture' and

recognized a child's thinking in that direction and could ask the right questions to keep

the thinking moving. Also, the researcher provided in-service training to the

teacher(learning by doing). How can it be made possible to give more teachers the

benefit of a researcher in the classroom?

2. The use of technology (CSILE and Knowledge Forum) provided support for

students' thinking and learning as well as motivating the students to write. This public

forum along with students' personal science lab books made a huge difference in the

amount of writing that occurred compared to the year where the students had only a

science binder to store their work. For one thing, students could go back into the

'database time and time again to read over their peer's work, revise their own work and

make contributions that would move learning forward. This could not be achieved

when students have only their own science binders tucked away in their desks.



3. Allowing students to become "experts" in their interest areas provided them with the

time to gain understanding of the subject area.

4. Teacher's in-service training allows for gaining experience in a SFT approach to

the classroom: learning how to trust the child's ability to come up with important

questions, to develop theories and to design experiments to test these theories.

5. Introducing activities opportunistically seemed a more meaningful and authentic

way to use these learning strategies.

Problems Encountered

1. Time needed to go through database/how to ensure each child is contributing.

2. How to deal with children unwilling/unable to express ideas on computer (or

anywhere) - one solution we found useful for certain children was to actually type for

them, let them tell us their ideas. For many of these students it was the fear of not

spelling correctly. After entering three or four notes for these children, they were

capable and willing to go on independently from then.

3. How to help certain children move from direct copying, to putting into own words, to

building on to a theory or questioning an existing theory.

4. What to do about the child who gets a "free ride" in group setting hangs out with

group, but doesn't make many contributions. Balance between support of students'

ideas and providing enough structure for those who need it to keep their thinking and

learning progressing.

Conclusion

It has been interesting to see that the progression of students' thinking led many of

them along paths that were similar to scientists working in the same areas of study.

For example, many groups came up with experiments that were designed by Dr. Bell's

laboratory in his roach study. Another example is the learning group designing their

Skinner-like box.

The nature of a child's curiousity seems to give the child motivation, confidence
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and ability to solve difficult problems and questions that have occurred in her/his own

mind . This ability to persist and pursue, to build and rebuild, to push for

understanding, provides evidence of scientific thinking that seems to draw on an

innate, exploratory and inquisitive nature. A question that requires further exploration:

Is there a set sequence of developmental steps through which students progress to

reach deep understanding?

In Canada, a new science curriculum has been launched which has as its vision the

development of scientific literacy for all Canadian students.

"To achieve the vision of scientific literacy, students must increasingly
become engaged in the planning, development, and evaluation of their
own learning activities. In the process, they should have the opportunity
to work collaboratively with other students, to initiate investigations, to
communicate their findings, and to complete projects that demonstrate
their learning." (p.8)

It seems that the use of a technology such as Knowledge Forum in a SFT type

classroom can provide the necessary framework to make this vision a reality.
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